
Installing an Automatic Swing Gate 
Opener 

	

DIY Swing Gate Openers are either battery operated solar systems, or 220v mains 
powered electric using plug-in or permanetly wired.  All gate kits are low voltage systems 
that are safe and affordable. No electrician (power point close) or welding is required, 
and most installations can be completed easily in two to three hours. Each system 
includes a detailed Instruction Manual. 

 

A lot of my customers ask, Can I fit it myself….Yes you can, handyman skills only 
required. 

Tools required, drills, Battery drill, Battery driver, spanner, measure tape, spare 2 core 
wire, Wire joiners, Screws, Cable ties etc. 

Most kits supply the actuator and the brackets and bolts you need, but depending if your 
post is steel or wood or even round wood, different bolts, coach screws, etc will be 
needed. 

For a round post I recommend putting two horizontal saw cuts on the post and chisel a 
flat area between the cuts so your brackets have a flat surface to fasten to.. 

A control box which is usually UV plastic, but needs holes drilled through the back and 
screws into the post. 

 

	

Buying a Swing Gate Opener 
In order to purchase the appropriate gate opener model for your application, you must 
be able to answer these questions: 
1. Is it a single or dual gate installation? 
2. How much does the gate leaf (or leaves if it's a dual gate) weigh? 
3. How long is each gate leaf? 
4. Is the gate or gates level when open and level when closed? 
5. Are the gates touching the ground at any point.?.   
6. Are the gate posts strong and stable? 
7. Will the gate open into the property (pull to open) or away from the property (push to 

open)? 
8. Is there a stop or post at end of open and close positions? 
 

 

Determine Power Options for the Gate Opener 



The automatic gate opener is a low-voltage operating system.  
For a solar system, a battery is required for powering the opener with a solar panel to 
charge the battery.. Gate kits are either 12volts or 24volts. You must consider an area 
open to the sun for the solar panel to charge the battery, but the panel can be quite 
some distance away say 20m or so if need be.  Most kits use around 20watts of solar 
panel and that is enough to keep the battery charged for average 5-6 open/closes per 
day. If you need more than this you might need a second solar panel or a larger one say 
60watts. Remember some kits are 24volts so small 24v solar panels can be hard to find 
in the open market but electric gate companies usually have them in stock.. Some kits 
have a built in solar charge controller and some kits come with an external controller that 
fits in the battery box.  Usually solar kits use 1 or 2 12v 7-9ah  sealed batteries,  these 
have a life of 3-4 years at the most.  At Gatehouse our solar kits come with a 12v or 24v 
Lithium Ion battery with a life around 10 years. 
 
For an electric system, some gate areas have a power point fitted not too far away, so 
the controller can be installed with a 3 pin plug.  If not, an electrician will need to wire the 
controller into an existing power supply. It can be very expensive to install power to a 
gate if it is not there. Regulations say power cables must be in the ground 500mm deep 
so this can be expensive and not a nice idea if you have to dig up concrete or paving to 
do it. 
Having said that, Electric 220v systems are cheaper to buy because you don’t need a 
solar panel, solar controller or batteries. 
 
Both systems have the same outcome, they provide power to the controller. 
 

 

IMPORTANT: Before You Begin the Installation 
View the Instruction Manual in its entirety before beginning the installation. Because 
automatic gate openers produce high levels of force, it is important to review the Safety 
Instructions included with your gate opener before installation to avoid potential hazards 
caused by improperly installed/maintained gate opener systems. 
Verify that the gate opener you purchased is suited for your gate's type/size/weight, 
frequency of use, and the proper class rating. 
The gate opener is intended for vehicular gates only. A separate entrance/gate must be 
installed for pedestrian use. 

 

Prepare the Gate for Installation of the Opener 
Every gate opener is only as good as its gate. In order to ensure many years of reliable 
automatic opening and closing, the gate must be: 
• Plumb, level, and swing freely on its hinges. 
• The gate must move throughout its arc without binding or dragging on the ground 



• Wheels must not be attached to the gate. 
• Gates over 250 kgs. should have ball bearing hinges with grease fittings. 
• Gate posts must be secured in the ground with concrete. 
In addition, keep these gate tips in mind for your installation: 
• Repair or replace all worn or damaged hardware. 
• Gate posts larger than 8" diameter will require long bolts (2" longer than post 

thickness) or long coach screws.. 
• The addition of a horizontal or vertical cross member is recommended to provide a 

stable area for mounting the gate bracket. Tube or panel gates may need 
reinforcement. 

• If installing a dual gate opener, the driveway will need to be trenched/cut in order to 
lay PVC conduit for the second opener's power cable. 

 
When looking at accessories like keypads, intercom, exit button etc, take note as some 
are wireless and some require 2 core cable. A wireless system is better if you can. Also 
there are GSM smartphone systems available now. These have an intercom at your 
gate. When your visitor rings the bell, the intercom connects to your smartphone so you 
can talk and see them from anywhere in the world.  You can even open the gate for 
them with your phone. Anyway lots of hi tech options coming out now and Gatehouse 
security is one of the leaders in this field. 
 
Don’t forget to ask your supplier lots of questions 
 
	


